The DST holder is designed for high-performance doctoring in a variety of paper machine roll positions and feature a relatively low rate of blade consumption. Pneumatic pressure provides balanced blade pressure across the roll face at all times during operation. By balancing blade-to-roll pressure and assuring a precise fit, the DST doctor offers longer blade life, which reduces downtime for blade and roll maintenance. To maintain optimum doctoring during changes in machine operating conditions, loading pressures can be adjusted through the pressure-regulating panel.

**Overview**

**Features**
- Uni-directional carbon fiber or stainless steel top plate
- Enhanced low-profile DST design
- Easy blade installation
- Accepts all blade materials
- Optional UniTrak™ slide-out feature

**Benefits**
- Enhanced conformability with uni-directional carbon fiber top plates
- Uniform roll and blade wear
- Easy maintenance and reduced downtime

**Applications**
- Breast roll
- Suction, couch, and suction pressure rolls
- Wire roll
- Felt roll